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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI)
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing business
with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the government and the private sector, IEICI’s
expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli
companies spans more than half a century.
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources. IEICI will
provide the information you need to connect, negotiate and do business all over the world.

Digital Media Sector
IEICI is committed to advancing the Israeli digital media industry by bringing together Israeli companies
and leading companies from around the world. They are active in retail and e-commerce, broadcasting,
sports tech, travel and hospitality tech, ad tech and consumer electronics.
The RetailTech ecosystem is growing and rapidly becoming one of the hottest hubs for commerce
technologies, with over 250 startups operating across the board from logistics to in-store. These
companies are leveraging Israeli´s expertise in deep-tech like the use of computer vision for selfcheckout or the application of artificial intelligence for visual search.

Noa Avrahami ■ Digital Media Technologies Sector
T +972 3 514 2862 ■ M +972 54 546 2523
noa@export.gov.il ■ www.export.gov.il

Foreign Trade Administration
The Israel Economic Mission is a division of the Ministry of Economy of Israel. In this capacity, the IEM
oversees the business development of Israeli startups and assists with partnerships, financing, and
introductions. The Israel Economic Mission has 43 offices around the world focusing on these business
development and trade initiatives.

Israeli Economic & Trade Mission to the East Coast, USA
The Economic & Trade Mission in the East Coast is the representative of the Israeli Ministry of
Economy and Industry. Their primary mission is the promotion of business relations between Israel
and East Coast , facilitating trade, economic cooperation, investments and R&D collaboration.
The team is located in New York, assists Israeli and American companies and organizations, in
opening doors, matchmaking and providing market information to facilitate successful long term
relationships.

■ Inon Elroy ■ Israeli Economic Minister to North America ■ Ministry of Economy & Industry
■ Government of Israel ■ T : +1 646 416 1 666
■ Inon.elroy@israeltrade.gov.il ■ www.israel-trade.net
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www.endor.com
www.anagog.com

Turning Mobility into Utility

Category
Broadcasting
Engagement
Marketing Analytics

Solution at a Glance
Anagog is the pioneer of on-device artificial intelligence solutions that turn mobile
phones into smart digital extensions of their owners. Anagog’s JedAI technology enables advanced edge-AI capabilities that do not require pulling any personal data outside the phone, hence fiercely protecting user’s privacy. JedAI learns the fan’s unique
profile on the smartphone itself and enables prediction of future activities and visits
to places. Sport fans can benefit from better engagement through personal and contextual services without being required to share any of their personal data. Anagog’s
technology has been downloaded by more than 25 million devices globally and integrated into more than 100 mobile apps.
Our Offering
Anagog’s JedAI SDK is the only real-time, real-world consumer intelligence and
engagement tool that can contextualize your sport fan’s activities and location on
the smartphone (without cloud communication) ensuring their privacy. This enables
sports institutions to securely provide highly personalized and relevant offers,
experiences and services during a sports fan’s daily journey.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
• Personalized sport’s fan journey offering - Optimize the fans’ experience with
relevant personalized offerings and real-time engagement, based on their automated
activity journal and holistic profile.
• Ultra-low smartphone battery consumption - No server dependency results in
minimal battery consumption. Understand your fan’s mobility and location 24/7 with
no more than 1% battery life consumed daily.
• Ultimate privacy management - The world’s first on-smartphone AI engine, fully
independent from backend server communication. Enabling your fans to have a true
choice and allowing you to have complete reach.
• Build and analyze your fan’s profiles based on their activity - Analyze the behavior of
the sports fan by context and build relevant profiles.
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www.endor.com
www.ar-51.com

Bring the stadium to your home

Solution at a Glance
AR 51 develops set of AI and ML technologies which each of them could be a solid
base for medium & successful startups: Real-time 3D skeleton reconstruction, 6DOF
from single camera, continues cameras calibration and more.
We vision our growing set of technologies as a solution that enables a disruptions
within many filds while the major is sports viewing experience.

Category
VR/AR
Broadcasting
Gaming

Our Offering
3D sports streaming for AR and VR.
Streaming with VR - heavy stream, not real 3D but static 360 cameras.
The opportunity is the rising of the AR glasses and technologies that allow social and
not isolating experiences that are not requires a wide bandwidth.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Real-time 3D Sports streaming
- No need for expensive cameras and Servers
- No need for wide bandwidth
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www.endor.com
www.edgybees.com

Understand Instantly

Solution at a Glance
Edgybees brings full visibility and understanding to any full motion video stream by
creating collaborative virtual worlds on top of any real-world scene.

Category
VR/AR

Our Offering
Edgybees advanced visual intelligence technology fuses computer vision, multi-sensor
data analytics and 3D video generation to provide a simple visual layer of highly
accurate, real-time information onto sports broadcasts.
Edgybees’ overlay technology improves viewers’ understanding of complex game
situations. With Edgybees AR technology applied to a broadcasted sports game,
audiences at home see features appear over the footage -- grid lines, names,
numbers, speeds -- that assist the viewer’s understanding of the situation. Wide angle
shots and complex plays no longer hinder the viewing experience, improving overall
entertainment and engagement.
On a professional level, Edgybees’ software platform also enables coaches to better
pinpoint problem areas and weaknesses in players and plays, as the overlay provides
key information about players’ movements.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Edgybees’ platform fuses computer vision, multi-sensor data analytics and 3D video
generation to provide a simple visual layer of highly accurate, real-time information.
The result is instant clarity and collaboration within even the most complex operational
environments.
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www.endor.com
www.emaze.com

Emaze is a digital design platform that helps Brands capitalize on the untapped
potential of their followers and turns them into their own ambassadors.

Category
Video & Media
CDN – Content Delivery
Network
Internet Applications and
Services

Solution at a Glance
With Automaze, our AI tool that automatically generates professionally designed
custom websites and photo albums in minutes, brands can create custom branded
template designs, and gift their fans and followers with their own free content. With
Emaze.me, our open social media network for all feeds with automatic minute by minute engagement, brands and consumers can view other users’ Emaze websites, and
explore the content from all of their social media channels in one centralized feed.
The Emaze.me combined feed takes users’ Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube
content and puts it all in one place.
Our Offering
Emaze offers brands a way to build direct relationships with their fans and gain
visibility and ambassadors, access new advertising channels, curate their content,
and own their user data. We offer consumers their own professional custom website,
and a fun centralized place to follow all of their social media.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Unlike many technology products and services, Emaze provides solutions for both
business and consumers. Our advanced AI technology enables our Automaze tool to
generate professional, customized websites for anyone in moments, and is completely
scalable for brands to utilize. Aside from Emaze offering our content creation tools
that enable anyone to create professional websites, blogs, photo albums and more
without any coding or design knowledge, we offer a combined feed that is currently
one of the only ways available in today’s market for consumers to view all of their
social feeds in one central place.
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www.endor.com
www.fans-league.club

You are the game

Solution at a Glance
FANS-LEAGUE is a highly engaging mobile based competition/ game among fans, turning fandom into a sport , gamifying sports consumption, while providing brands, rights
holders and media companies with profound analytics and monetisation tools.

Category
Broadcasting
Gaming

Our Offering
FANS-LEAGUE partners with media companies, leagues and mega sport events
organizers which already have an established user base, which they are looking to
better activate, engage and monetize their audience.

Sponsorship

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
FANS-LEAGUE has a unique ability to balance our users motivation between game and
content. Appealing to a large user-base, and increasing stickiness and engagement.
This ability has been developed and optimized over the course of the past 3 years. The
partnership we struck with Sport 5 allowed us to test and optimize our platform on a
large user-base, which arrived at our platform organically. The current partnership we
have with Turner broadcasting Time-Warner enables us to scale-up globally rapidly,
across several verticals within and outside sports.
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www.endor.com
www.funatix.club

Taking Fantasy Sports to Another Level

Solution at a Glance
Our flagship product, Real Manager ©, is an innovative and unique Fantasy Sport
platform which combines the classic Fantasy Sport with the world of online games
and social networks, as it empowers the user experience, increasing user engagement
and providing a solution to common retention issues.

Category
Broadcasting
Engagement
Gaming

Our Offering
Sport Fans: We deliver a Fantasy Game which is interesting and relevant EVERY day
ALL season long.
Sport Leagues: We partner with the leagues and deliver a turn key project.
Media Partners: We deliver high-end fantasy league content.

Video & Media
Sponsorship

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Best Fantasy Game in the Market
Multi-Language, state of the art multi-platform Fantasy Game product.
Administration System for our Partners
Direct and graphic access to real-time game and fans statistics;
On-demand high-end graphic content.
Deep analytics of user behavior
Keeping users active and engaged every day throughout the whole league's season.
Media Coverage
We produce content for our media partners.
Full Localization
Product localization and full season localized support and fans community
management.
New ‘Real Estate’
New advertising spaces such as: Main Sponsor, In-game embedded advertising
(Jerseys, on-field banners) and Sponsored in-game benefits for the users.
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www.endor.com
www.insoundz.com

There are countless magic moments in every game. We capture them through sound.

Solution at a Glance
InSoundz was founded to reproduce the thrill of watching a live game in a packed stadium and give you the ability to experience it, no matter where you watch your favorite
sports game. Our breadth team of experts, including wave physicists and computer
scientists, are focused on creating live broadcasts that give you a truly holistic viewing experience.

Category
VR/AR
Broadcasting
Video & Media

Our Offering
Our unique technology opens the door to a new realm of viewing experiences: from
hearing a baseball player sliding into home plate, to getting an inside look into the
coach’s instructions, to enjoying a VR experience with adaptive 3D sound that reacts
to the user’s point of view.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
InSoundz unlocks a new dimension of content, creating the richest 360° sound
experience for live broadcasts, post-event. and VR/AR, augmented with the video
feed in real-time.
We offer content owners a platform to capture 100% of the audio content so they
can decide how, where and when to use such content. This is turns heighten viewing
experience, grow engagements with their fans and brings additional revenues.
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www.endor.com
www.liveu.tv

Revolutionizing live sports coverage with flawless 4K streaming solutions.

Solution at a Glance
LiveU is bringing its world-leading broadcast technology to the sports world, delivering flawless and dynamic 4K live video streaming solutions for every type of sporting
event. LiveU offers a complete range of portable 5G-ready lightweight units, enabling
you to go live from every angle. LiveU’s solutions are based on our patented bonding
and video transport technology, delivering high-quality, reliable coverage at a fraction of the cost of satellite transmission. Our remote at-home production also allows
you to produce complex multi-camera live events easily and cost-effectively. Engage
your viewers with creative live content – wherever you are, we’ve got you covered!

Category
Broadcasting
Engagement
Video & Media

Our Offering
LiveU’s industry-leading LU600 4K HEVC and compact LU300 HEVC solutions enable
broadcasters and sports organizations to transmit and produce compelling live
sports content, from the main game itself to everything around it, e.g. interviews, press
conferences, practices, and off-the-field activities. Cover even more using LU-Smart,
our bonded smartphone app.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
• Hardware-based HEVC encoding technology: delivers the maximum image quality
at any bitrate, provides longer battery life and encodes in HEVC all the time, unlike
software-based HEVC technology
- LiveU’s professional LU600 4K HEVC solution offers the ultimate video performance
in live streaming for live sports and events; the LU600 4K-SDI facilitates 4Kp50/60
streaming for top-quality production, supporting VR and 360 applications
- LiveU’s compact LU300 HEVC offers a super robust, and affordable solution for
high-quality video on-the-go
• Over 3,000 customers in 130+ countries, including the world’s top global
broadcasters and sports organizations
• LiveU’s renowned 24/7 service and support
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www.endor.com
www.picogp.com

Pico is a SaaS platform that helps sports teams better monetize their existing
digital assets.

Category
Broadcasting
Engagement
Marketing Analytics

Solution at a Glance
Pico is a SaaS platform that helps sports teams better monetize their digital assets.
Value proposition: Increase sponsorship and direct sales revenue by personalizing
communication with fans.
The Problem: Teams spend millions on digital and social media channels to better
reach fans, but see very little ROI.
Our Solution: Create high volume engagement on the channels teams already invested
in and treat them as sales funnels. This comes in the form of activations and gamification, like voting, Trivia, memory games.
As part of the activations, we ask fans to share microdata about their preferences and
then use it to better target them.
Our Offering
Pico is a SaaS platform that helps sports teams better monetize their existing digital
channels.
Our value proposition: Increase sponsorship and direct sales revenue by personalizing
the communication with fans. We create high volume engagement that’s treated as
sales funnels, converting fans to buyers of content, tickets, merchandise, sponsor
offers and more.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Solving the problem of low ROI on huge investments in teams' and brands' digital
assets;
Communicate on a personal level with your fans on the digital channels you've already
invested in like Facebook, twitter, website, app;
No app download is needed;
Activate your fans during games in-arena using the large video display screens and
from a far 365 days a year through digital;
We treat these conversations as sales funnels, asking fans to share microdata about
them, as an integral, organic part of the communication, manage and later use this
data to help teams convert fans into buyers;
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www.endor.com
www.playermaker.co.uk

Inteligence platform to maximize players performance

Category
Performance Enhancement

Solution at a Glance
PlayerMaker is a footwear based tools to make the most of your matches and training
sessions. PlayerMaker technology will give you physical, technical and tactical insights
beyond anything else on the market. This performance intelligence platform is helping
teams to train players better, monitor their development over time, test new tactics
and regimes and giving the edge needed to succeed.
PlayerMaker allows teams to deliver additional value to the coaching staff by delivering insights quickly and accurately, allowing the staff to focus their time and talent on
deeper analysis and those crucial off-the-ball moments.
Our Offering
PlayerMaker is a wearable tech sits discreetly on a player’s boot without affecting
performance and monitoring over 30 KPIs:
• Providing physical, technical, tactical & biomechanical analysis
• Tracking all foot & ball interaction
• Building gait profiles
• Enhancing & speeding up video analysis
• Creating an extensive database for each player
PlayerMaker’s goal is to provide coaches with actionable performance intelligence to
make the most of their training sessions and matches.
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Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
PlayerMaker uses motion sensors and machine learning algorithms to analyse
player and team performance, with results that are superior to anything else available.
Our intuitive device monitors gait tracking and classifies each foot and ball interaction
with every touch. Without impacting player performance, the ergonomically designed
strap transfers all movement through the motion sensor to PlayerMaker’s powerful
analysis platform. Crucially, the unique silicon housing is designed to keep the sensor
board safe under impact in all playing conditions.
Compared to GPS products PlayerMaker produces much richer data, resulting in more
valuable insights.
+ Provides technical & tactical data
+ Measures lower limb load
+ Analyses all foot & ball contact
+ Records all on-field actions to enable fast video clipping
+ Immediate results
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www.texelvr.com

Backbone for 5G/Edge-Computing immersive experiences

Solution at a Glance
TEXEL enables provisioning of immersive media (i.e 360 VR video, “Virtual Seat”, volumetric video, ultraHD) for VOD or live events (sports, entertainment) via its white label
broadcast platform. TEXEL’s “virtual presence” experience is delivered at the highest
possible resolution leveraging a unique ability to reduce bandwidth requirements.
TEXEL’s uniqueness is based on our service platform, which is, content aware, network aware and user aware. Our technology supports advanced social engagement
and monetization tools and we are simple to deploy. Our technology is configured for
maximizing 5G and Edge Computing.

Category
VR/AR
Broadcasting
Engagement
Gaming
Video & Media

Our Offering
TEXEL provides a service platform; we provide rich delivery exposing a wide set
of engagement, enrichment and monetization tools that support and activate the
application layer.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Video quality - un-parallel video quality. The basic building bloc for provisioning an
experience that is at par with what we see on HDTV and eventually compete with the
human eye.
S o c i a l i n t e r a c t i o n – per-frame coordination among viewer groups. The basic
building block for social VR setting.
Real time “heat zones” – Ever growing understanding of how we interact with full
360 degree video. Maximizing story telling strategies and monetization derived from
analytical knowledge base.
S i m p l e d e p l o y m e n t – SAAS driven, technology served in an easy to deploy fashion
that does not disturb other current workflow.
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www.endor.com
corp.viewbix.com

Viewbix turns video viewers into customers through integrated calls to action along
with a rich analytics suite that allows companies the ability to track and provide a
measurable ROI from their videos
Category
Engagement
Video & Media
Marketing Analytics

Solution at a Glance
Viewbix provides an interactive video platform and actionable analytics suite to
enable companies to drive meaningful ROI from their videos. Companies are now able
to understand the effectiveness of both their on-demand and live videos and how to
best utilize them across their website, mobile and ad campaigns.
With experience measuring and managing millions of user interactions, Viewbix has
proven that engagement enhanced videos deliver better results, driving meaningful
ROI and insights for their business.
Our Offering
The Viewbix platform quickly and easily turns standard on demand and live video
assets into an interactive experience that is measured in real time. Second by second
measurement of engagement and user actions provide brands the ability to optimize
each experience to maximize campaign objectives.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Viewbx’s patented technology is unique in that we offer a holistic approach to both
on-demand and live video marketing where companies can leverage our platform
across multiple distribution locations , ie on their website, landing pages, social,
mobile and ad campaigns. All of this is powered by the Viewbix creative studio which
can transform standard video assets into interactive ones that drive ROI in a matter of
minutes. The Viewbix analytics suite integrates with our creative studio to allow for
real time campaign optimization based on current and historical data.
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www.endor.com
www.wsc-sports.com

Personalized sports highlights for every fan on any digital platform – automatically, in
real-time and on the largest scale.

Solution at a Glance
WSC Sports' platform generates personalized sports videos for every digital platform
and every sports fan - automatically and in real-time.
Currently being used by leading media rights owners such as Turner, NBA, MLS, FIBA,
US Open, Cricket Australia and others, WSC Sports’ platform utilizes advanced AI and
Machine Learning technologies to analyze live sports broadcasts, identify each event
that occurs in the game, create customized short-form video content and publish
to any digital destination. This enables partners to instantly generate and distribute
professionally edited personalized clips and videos on a large scale, to engage audiences and maximize video monetization opportunities.

Category
Broadcasting
Engagement
Video & Media

Our Offering
WSC has developed an AI-based platform that generates and distributes highlights out
of a live sports broadcast – automatically, in real-time and at scale. WSC’s highlights,
tailored for specific audiences are fueling the digital presence of the largest sports
organizations worldwide, creating extended brand awareness, fan loyalty and
innovative monetization opportunities.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
WSC’s platform detects and analyzes specific plays and actions of a sporting event
using various algorithms for video and sound analysis as well as image recognition.
For example, it can detect various actions such as a pitch of a golf club hitting a ball, or
an event like a goal or corner kick. The platform can then create video highlights based
on a predefined set of ‘rules’ by any imaginable parameter.
Contextual graphic packaging, adjustments for different social media ratios, and
numerous integrations enabling instant publication to any digital destination are all
done automatically and in real-time.
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